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This report contains comparative frequencies for the 2015 administration of the Sexual Assault Campus Climate Survey. On the "Frequency Tables" worksheets, the first two columns contain the number and percent of all students from your institution that selected each response option. The next two columns allow you to compare this to all students from all other institutions (HEDS institutions and institutions not in HEDS) that participated in the survey in 2015.

We also separated frequencies based on school size. These frequencies allow you to compare your institution's frequencies with all other small and large institutions. We designated schools with fewer than 3,500 undergraduate students as small institutions. We considered large institutions to be those with more than 4,000 undergraduate students.

The first frequency table, "Frequency Tables - All," compares all students at your institution with all students at all other institutions, small institutions, and large institutions. The second and third frequency tables, "Frequency Tables - Women" and "Frequency Tables - Men," compare women and men respectively at your institution with women and men at all other institutions, small institutions, and large institutions. We have included gender-specific worksheets because of the important differences in the responses of women and men.

Notes: We have broken down responses to Q11—"Since starting at [Institution Name], have you been sexually assaulted while you were on campus or while you were off campus during an event or program sponsored by [Institution Name]"—by class year. Respondents who answered "No" or "I suspect that I was sexually assaulted, but I am not certain" in Q11 skipped directly to Section Four: Demographics.

Respondents who answered "One person" in Q13—"How many people sexually assaulted you?"—will see Branch A. Respondents who answered "More than one person" or "I am not sure" in Q13, or who saw Q13 but did not respond, will see Branch B. Items in Branch B are identical to items in Branch A, but Branch B employs the plural form. We have combined questions from Branches A and B into Q14–Q27.